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Leadership is widely recognized as a key success factor in individual, Editorial
team, and organizational effectiveness. Many aspire to leadership posi- Stretched to its Limits?
tions, and when they are promoted they see it as a celebration of success The Meaning of
and a reward for high performance. It is a chance to be part of the ‘‘Employee’’ in the

Context of Humanleadership team and to make a difference. However, emerging leaders
Rights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3who, for the first time, are in the role of supporting others to support

strategy too often struggle to do well.
What Would You
Do . . .

Often, these leaders are promoted based on their technical ability, as
. . . If you uncoveredthe organization may not have a framework to evaluate leadership com-
that an employee who

petencies. This can prove challenging for the new manager or emerging had recently returned
leader, as well as the organization, as the expectations of being a suc- from maternity leave

and who was pregnantcessful manager and leader are often not clearly defined. Often, emerging
with her second childleaders struggle to provide adequate support to their people. As humans,
had falsified expensewe often focus on our areas of strength and with what we find comfort-
reports? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

able. Hence, new managers or leaders often tend to focus on their tech-
nical area of expertise and on achieving short-term objectives rather than Legislative Update . . . . . 5
focusing on longer term strategy and people support, and on engaging
their people in achieving team and organizational objectives. On the Case . . . . . . . . . . . 6

Also, many new leaders are left on their own with little support to Q & A
help them transition into their new role and engage with their team, or to How do I know if an
further develop their leadership and managerial competencies. Some employee is

considered ‘‘federal’’organizations have not even defined their leadership strategies, devel-
or ‘‘provincial’’ foroped leader or management development practices within their organi-
employment standardszations, identified leader competencies, or reviewed their performance
purposes? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

management process to reflect the opportunity to assess and develop
leadership in a different way. Yet we wonder, after sending a new leader Statistics Canada
to an external leadership development course, why we are disappointed Snapshots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
with the lack of transfer of learning back into workplace performance. So
what should an organization do? CCH Workday . . . . . . . . . . 9
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required for successful recruitment, retention, and organi-
zational branding initiatives.Organizations should examine and define what ‘‘lead-

ership’’ means within their organization. Leadership is
Leadership development courses are an effective waydemonstrated through behaviours and competencies — it

of transmitting information on key practices and theories ofis not just represented by a more senior title within the
leadership, and even offer an opportunity for leaders toorganization. Organizations should try to develop sys-
question their own behaviours. Many organizations out-temic-based approaches to cultivate and build leadership
source and send their leaders to workshops, only to findcapacity and embed leadership throughout the whole
that their return on investment is poor. Why? Because lead-organization. This is not an easy undertaking. It involves
ership development occurs within the context of thebuilding leadership capabilities and ensuring they are sus-
organization. It is much more than professional develop-tained by connecting people, practices, and organizational
ment. That is why leaders may gain insightful information atprocesses to elicit meaningful performance.
a workshop or seminar, but often find it particularly chal-
lenging to apply their new knowledge and skills back in the

To effectively build leadership capacity, it must be
context of their workplace.

viewed as a source of sustainable competitive advantage
and must demonstrate a high degree of senior executive

Leadership development programs do have a valuable
ownership. Everyone is responsible for leadership — not just

place if they are internally developed to reflect the prac-
Training or HR departments. Many organizations start by

tices and culture of the organization, and if the models
defining the role of leadership within their organization

developed are easy to understand and tied to business
and by defining a leadership framework. A key starting

strategy. They can be extremely valuable for new leaders,
point is to involve the organization in defining core leader-

especially for those transitioning from the outside, to help
ship behaviours that support the organization’s desired

them understand the challenges, culture, and politics of
culture. This involves discussing what constitutes a suc-

the organization. For example, do you provide a leadership
cessful leader within the organization. Focus groups or or management orientation program in addition to your
interviews with high-performing leaders may be conducted core orientation program? By ensuring leaders’ participa-
to help gather this information. Also, culture or leadership tion within two months of their assuming their role, such a
assessments and competency dictionaries can assist you in program can be helpful in communicating expectations of
defining key behaviours that are critical for success. Exam- a leader, introducing leaders to others and building pro-
ples might include emotional intelligence, decision ductive relationships, increasing knowledge of key strategic
making, supporting and developing people, etc. Further- objectives and business units, and communicating infor-
more, it is important to define what sets your culture apart mation about practices such as performance management,
from that of your competitors. This is critical understanding reward and recognition, financial management, transition

strategies, organization culture and values, and desired
leadership behaviours. Do you offer support to new

THE ULTIMATE HR MANUAL leaders and their teams by offering coaching and transition
Published monthly as the newsletter complement to the support? This can be extremely valuable in ensuring a fast
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and promoting from within, leadership development
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programs based on business unit objectives in which par- EDITORIAL
ticipants develop job-related skills, sharing of culture and

values during selection and recruitment processes, and

policies that support leaders and desired behaviours. Stretched to its Limits? The
Meaning of ‘‘Employee’’ in the

Once leaders know more about the culture and Context of Human Rights
desired behaviours of the organization, it is time for them

Prepared by Andrea Raso Amer of Fraser Milner Cas-to assess their own behaviours. Assessment tools such as
grain LLP’s Vancouver office. © CCH Canadian Limited.360-degree feedback can be extremely insightful, since

feedback is provided from the individual’s support person Is the individual an employee or an independent con-
or supervisor, several peers, and several direct reports. tractor? This question has given rise to much discussion in

the courts and administrative tribunals. The distinction isTiming can be critical, and thus new leaders should have
critical in determining whether an individual attracts the

an opportunity to demonstrate their performance within
security provided by labour and employment legislation.

their team for at least 12 months before getting feedback The distinction is also pivotal in determining whether an
from others. Personalized coaching to help interpret the organization is potentially liable for failing to afford those

protections to those whom they’ve deemed to be inde-feedback and develop an action plan is most valuable. Of
pendent contractors.course, it should also be included and measured in the

individual’s objectives as part of the performance manage- It is trite law that the label given to a worker is irrele-
ment process. vant in determining whether that worker is in fact an

employee or an independent contractor. In making the
determination as to whether an independent contractor is

Performance management is also key. Does your really an employee, the four-fold test is most often applied:
organization simply reward performance based on

1. What is the degree of control that the employerachievement of objectives? Or does it also look at
has over the timing and manner of performance of

behaviours and values exhibited by leaders in the attain- work?
ment of those objectives? This can take considerable time,

2. Does the worker own his or her own tools, sup-but is well worth the effort.
plies, and equipment?

3. Does the worker have a chance of profit?Finally, leadership development efforts must be

aligned with business strategies and goals to maximize per-
4. Does the worker have a chance of loss?

formance. Too often, leadership development initiatives

The essential question is: Whose business is it? Thisare cut back due to poor alignment with business objec-
question is often referred to as the ‘‘integration test’’ ortives. In the end, emerging leaders must be supported — it
‘‘business organization test’’ and is answered by consid-

makes good business sense. Leadership development is an
ering a wide variety of factors including (but not limited to)

investment in human capital, and the more comprehen- whether the individual in question:
sive the efforts, the better the financial results will be in
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